CUNY eSIMS

1. Need to jump through pages
2. Show status that is at least 1 hour behind
3. Students already used to it
4. No way to store classes for the coming semester that they wish to take
5. Tab isn’t separate into Add/Drop/Replace
6. Not easy to choose/see other school’s class
7. Payment is not clear and detailed
8. Afraid of clicking back button
9. Course Schedule is by semester format
10. Only says how many seats are left

CUNY First

1. No need to jumping from page to page
2. Show current status of each class
3. Will be confusing for the first time
4. Has a shopping Cart option: To add classes before registration starts
5. Tab is separated into Add/Drop/Swap
6. Easy to choose/see other school’s class
7. Payments are clear and detailed
8. No need to worry about the back button
9. Course schedule is in calendar form
10. It shows how many seats are left and whether or not it has waiting list